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Abstract—Recently, there has been a radial shift from traditional online social networks to content-generated social networks (CGSNs). Contemporary CGSNs, such as Dianping and
TripAdvisor, are often the targets of click farming in which fake
reviews are posted in order to boost or diminish the ratings
of listed products and services simply through clicking. Click
farming often emanates from a collection of multiple fake or
compromised accounts, which we call click farmers. In this paper,
we conduct a three-phase methodology to detect click farming.
We begin by clustering communities based on newly-defined
collusion networks. We then apply the Louvain community
detection method to detecting communities. We finally perform
a binary classification on detected-communities. Our results of
over a year-long study show that (1) the prevalence of click
farming is different across CGSNs; (2) most click farmers are
lowly-rated; (3) click-farming communities have relatively tight
relations between users; (4) more highly-ranked stores have a
greater portion of fake reviews.
Index Terms—Click Farming; Community Detection; ContentGenerated Social Networks

I. I NTRODUCTION
With the rapid development of social networking, there is
a plethora of research [1–3] focusing on the security and
privacy problems of online social networks. Social bots have
been tremendously popular in online social networks over
the past decade. They are automated agents that produce
content and interact with humans on social media, attempting
to influence the working of systems. Social bots are created for
many purposes, such as email spamming, instant messaging to
collaborative content rating, recommendation, political infiltration, and malicious content delivery. Online social networks
have witnessed huge spurt for social bot intrusion. Twitter
reported in 2014 that 5% million accounts are either fake
or spam [4]. Facebook revealed that up to 83 million of its
users are fake [5]. Traditional defenses against social bots rely
on using properties of the social network’s structure [6, 7].
However, in a social network, there exist a limited number of
attack edges connecting between benign and bot users, thus,
rendering strong trusts lacking in real social networks, such as
RenRen [8] and Facebook [9]. In parallel, the arms race has
also driven the corresponding countermeasures [10–13].
Recently, there has been a radial shift from traditional online
social networks to content-generated social networks (CGSNs)
in terms of the nature of content generation. User-generated
content such as product reviews has become increasingly
“social,” in the sense that consumers take suggestions not only
from the general community but also from their own online

social connections. Many CGSNs, such as Dianping and Yelp,
have made great effort to build connected-review communities,
and some others, such as TripAdvisor, have partnered with
Facebook to allow users to share reviews using Facebook
accounts. As the reviewing process is taken anonymously
and users have limited information on individuals who post
reviews, a major concern is that the credibility of reviews
can be undermined by a new type of bot attacks, which we
call click farming. Click farming is typically launched by
multiple fake or compromised accounts which are used to
generate fake reviews that masquerade as testimonials from
ordinary people simply through clicking. The goal of click
farming is to deceive ordinary users into making decisions
favorable to the products. Recent evidence suggests that many
CGSNs, such as Yelp and TripAdvisor, are often the targets
of click farming. In specific, Yelp profile pages featured
“consumer alerts” on several sneaky businesses which got
caught red-handed trying to buy reviews, crafted by Yelp
“elite” users, for these businesses. TripAdvisor has also put
up similar warning notices.
In this paper, we are particularly interested in exploring
the role of click farming in CGSNs, and how behavioral
characteristics of click farmers differ from real users. To
achieve this, we conduct a three-phase methodology to detect
click farming. We cluster communities based on newly-defined
collusion networks. We then apply the Louvain community
detection method to detecting communities. We finally perform a binary classification on detected-communities, echoing
that a large number of fake reviews are usually posted by
the malicious community in which all click farmers reside.
This paper presents the results of over a year-long study of
click farming in two CGSNs – TripAdvisor and Dianping.
Dianping is by far the most popular CGSN in China. By
analyzing 10, 541, 931 reviews, 32, 940 stores, and 3, 555, 154
users from Dianping and 363, 196 reviews, and 3, 845 stores,
and 67, 172 users from TripAdvisor, respectively, our research
shows that the methodology developed in this paper is effective
in detecting click farming and can be well-generalized across
CGSNs.
The main contributions of this paper are as follows:
1) We design a novel methodology to detect click-farming
communities by building new social colluding relations
between users.
2) We evaluate our detection system on two CGSN datasets
in the wild, Dianping and TripAdvisor. For Dianping

dataset, our detection system achieves a precision of
96.74%. For TripAdvisor dataset, our detection system
achieves a precision of 94.74%. Furthermore, our detection system detects in total 566 click-farming communities on Dianping and 92 click-farming communities on
TripAdvisor.
3) We analyze the characteristics with respect to clickfarming communities across two CGSNs. We show that
most click farmers are lowly-rated and click-farming
communities have relatively tight relations between
users.
4) We show the relations between the portion of fake
reviews and store ranks on TripAdvisor and find that
more highly-ranked stores have a greater portion of fake
reviews.
II. BACKGROUND AND R ELATED W ORK
In this section, we take a look at the different ways
that content-generated social networks (CGSNs) manage the
network of trust and the process of submitting a review. This is
important because the nature of the network of trust provides
click farmers with different options for promoting malicious
advertisements or messages.
A. The Dianping Content-Generated Social Network
Dianping is by far the most popular CGSN in China, where
users can review local businesses such as restaurants, hotels,
and stores. The revenue of Dianping comes from three sources:
(1) selling display and keyword search advertising; (2) offering
online coupons in return for an advertising fee; and (3) offering
discount card and group-buying to members and getting a
share from participating restaurants. These promotional activities will spur the willingness-to-pay of restaurants and
somehow breed the click farming in parallel.
When a user uses Dianping, she or he can search for a
restaurant based on geo-location information, the pricing, the
cuisine-type, the quality-type, etc. Dianping will return to
the user with a list of restaurant choices in order of overall
quality-rating. The quality-rating of a restaurant review is
typically scaled from 1 (worst) to 5 (best), mainly depending
on the restaurant service. Users can also submit pictures
of restaurants and dishes. Users can vote “helpful” if the
review is informative and useful. Users are also assigned
star-ratings. These star-ratings vary from 0 stars (rookie) to 6
stars (expert), depending on the longevity of the user account,
the number of reviews posted, and the number of “helpful
votes” received. A higher star-rating indicates that the user
is more experienced and more likely to be perceived as an
expert reviewer. Similar to “Elite User” on Yelp, a senior
level user (e.g., 4-star, 5-star, or 6-star user) is supposed to
be a small group of in-the-know users who have a large
impact on their local community. Dianping has established
its user reputation system that classifies user reviews into
“normal reviews” and “filtered reviews,” but the details of the
algorithm remain unknown to the public.

Data Collection. We develop a web crawler to analyze HTML
structure of store pages and user pages on Dianping. All
reviews are crawled by web crawler from January 1, 2014
to June 15, 2015. Starting with a seed store list with 4 stores,
we crawl all reviews belonging to those stores on the store
list. Next, we use users who write these reviews to extend
the user list and crawl all reviews from the page of these
users. The web crawler repeats these two steps until reaching
32, 940 stores on the store list. At last, the Dianping dataset
has in total10, 541, 931 reviews, 32, 940 stores, and 3, 555, 154
users.
B. The TripAdvisor Content-Generated Social Network
TripAdvisor is a content-generated social network which
enables travelers to plan and book their trip based on other
traveler’s reviews. TripAdvisor is one of the largest travel
communities, operating in 45 countries worldwide, and it
currently reaches more than 100 million travel reviews on
accommodations, restaurants, and attractions.
TripAdvisor’s primary function is to disseminate usergenerated content, such as reviews, ratings, photos, and videos
on a specific domain. Users can consult quantitative and
qualitative comments on any accommodation, restaurant, and
attraction, all posted by other travelers. When submitting a
review, users are required to rate each experience on a five-star
scale from 1 (worst) to 5 (best) in terms of check-in quality
or comfort of the room. Users also have the opportunity
to upload photos and videos to support their reviews. The
quantitative rating provided by users is considered to generate
a summary score and rank the properties within a destination
in terms of overall popularity. Details of the algorithm used
by TripAdvisor to calculate this ranking are not public
knowledge, but definitely take into consideration the quantity,
quality, and age of the reviews submitted.
Data Collection. We use a Python-based crawler to crawl the
data from store pages on TripAdvisor from April 1, 2014
to March 31, 2017. First, we get the stores’ URLs directly
from the store list on TripAdvisor and limit the scope to New
York City. Second, we visit stores’ web pages and analyze
the structure of HTML file. Then, we collect all users’ data
in stores’ pages including users’ basic information (user IDs
and usernames), user levels, posted reviews, and helpful votes.
We have crawled in total 700, 922 reviews, 3, 845 stores, and
304, 546 users. Since inactive accounts do not have enough
data for click farming detection, we only focus on those users
who publish at least three reviews. Finally, we obtain a dataset
of totally363, 196 reviews, 3, 845 stores, and 67, 172 users.
C. Related Work
Over the past few years, the success of CGSNs has attracted
the attention of security researchers. Previous review-spam
detection can be considered as a binary classification or
ranking problem. Ott et al. [14] used unigrams and bigrams
while Mukherjee et al. [15] incorporated many behavioral
features into detection. In recent years, researchers leveraged

network relations into opinion-spam detection. Most of them
constructed a heterogeneous network of reviewers/reviews and
products, such as using HITS-like ranking algorithms [16] and
Loopy Belief Propagation [17, 18]. Other work [11, 12, 19]
focused on detecting clusters of users. Specifically, CopyCatch [19] and SynchroTrap [11], implementing mixed approaches, scored comparatively low false positive rates with
respect to single feature-based approaches.
Most recently, we observe that several studies discuss
how to identify the malicious users in CGSNs by exploiting
crowdsourcing-based approaches [5, 20], or model-based detection [21] that limits their broad applicability. However, in
this work, we try to build a social network using collusion
relations and further incorporate community detection and
supervised machine learning to our detection methodology,
which is shown to be more effective in capturing click farming
phenomenon.
III. O UR D ETECTION M ETHODOLOGY
In this section, we will describe the methodology that
we build to detect click farming. The main insight of our
methodology is based on the fact that click farmers belong to
the same community tend to post reviews in similar stores. The
methodology mainly takes three steps. First, we set up social
relations between users, since, unlike users in general online
social networks, users in content-generated social networks
(CGSNs) tend to have a much sparser relation and click farmers who reside in the same community are less likely to follow
each other. Instead, we try to define a novel relation based on
the similarity between pairs of reviews posted by different
users, yielding users to be better characterized in CGSNs. We
derive a social graph by using the defined similarity metric.
We then apply the Louvain community detection method [22]
to the derived social graph. The Louvain method can detect
out the communities of which the users tend to post reviews in
similar stores. Finally, because not all communities are clickfarming communities, we apply supervised machine learning
techniques to distinguishing click-farming communities from
communities composed of real users (real-user communities).
A. Building Social Relations between Users
In order to cluster users in communities, the first step
is to build social relations between users. Reviews posted,
by different users, in the same store for the same purpose
(boosting or depreciating the store) within the same time
period will be considered as colluding reviews. The more
colluding reviews two arbitrarily users share, the more similar
two users are. Previous work [11, 12] generally adopted
Jaccard similarity metric, which is extensively used to measure
similarity between sets. However, we emphasize that those
review sets by simply defining Jaccard similarity do not satisfy
mathematical equivalence, which means that simply applying
Jaccard similarity cannot even work in our problem. We show
the newly-built similarity metric between users in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 takes as input two review sets from different
users. First, Algorithm 1 sets all reviews to be unflagged. Next,

Algorithm 1 compares each review between two review sets. If
two reviews, both 1-star of 5-stars, are posted in the same store
within the same time period ∆T , Algorithm 1 will flag these
two reviews. Finally, Algorithm 1 takes all flagged reviews as
the intersection of two review sets, and calculates the similarity
in the way that is different from Jaccard similarity in principle.
After setting up the similarity between each user, we construct
a social link between users whose similarity outnumbers a
certain threshold.
B. Detecting Click-Farming Communities
With a derived social graph in hand, we apply the Louvain
community detection method to detecting communities. The
Louvain community detection method is a greedy optimization
method that tries to optimize the modularity of a partition of
the network and is composed of two steps. At the first step, the
Louvain method optimizes modularity locally to look for small
local communities. The second step aggregates nodes in the
same community to a singular node to build a new network.
Finally, the Louvain method repeats these two steps until the
network attains a maximum modularity.
By using the Louvain method, we successfully obtain communities of which the users present a strong colluding relation
between each other. However, we find that simply applying the
Louvain method is not adequate to separate out click-farming
communities, because users in these communities probably
reside in the proximity, and their reviews are mistakenly
considered in similar stores. To distinguish these communities
from click-farming communities, we use supervised machine
learning techniques to classify communities into click-farming
communities and real-user communities.
C. Classifying Detected Communities
At the final step of our methodology, we apply machine
learning classifiers to discriminating click-farming communities from real-user communities. To make the classification
more effective, we choose two types of features containing
totally 8 features which are tabulated in Table I. In order
to provide a comprehensive portrait of data, we use both
community-based features and user-based features for the
classifiers.
Algorithm 1 Calculate Similarity between Users
Input: SU , SV : Two review sets derived from two different users U and V
Output: Similarity: A metric describes the similarity of reviews posted by U and V .
1: Set all reviews in SU and SV to be unflagged.
2: for RU ∈ SU do
3:
for RV ∈ SV do
rating
rating
store
store
time
time
4:
if RV
= RU
and |RV
− RU
| ≤ ∆T and (RV
= RU
= 1
rating
rating
star or RV
= RU
= 5 stars) then
5:
Set RU and RV to be flagged.
6:
end if
7:
end for
8: end for
9: L: The number of flagged reviews in SU and SV
L
10: Similarity = |S |+|S
U
V |−L
11: return Similarity

1) Community-based features: Community-based features
provide statistics of network topology of the dataset. Score
deviation and average number of reviews are two basic features
of communities. Entropy of the number of reviews in each
stores can be used to distinguish click-farming communities
that only post reviews in a few stores. We also use entropy
of districts of stores, a location-based feature which is widely
used in prior research [23–25], because the mobility pattern
of real users are different from that of click farmers. Average
similarity shows the similarity between users in the same
community. Click-farming communities tend to have a higher
average similarity. Global clustering coefficient characterizes
the degree that nodes are to be clustered together. Because
click farmers tend to work collaboratively, it is more likely for
click-farming communities to have a higher global clustering
coefficient.
2) User-based features: User-based features provide more
detailed behavioral characteristics of users. Click farmers will
frequent some stores and repeatedly post reviews in those
stores. Unique review ratio and maximum number of duplication are two features that reflect the user-level behaviors.
IV. E VALUATION AND M EASUREMENT
In this section, we evaluate the performance of our methodology on two CGSNs and then dissect several characteristics
of click farmers and real users. We begin to evaluate results
by precision, recall, F1 score, and AUC. Next, we compare
the distribution of user levels between click farmers and real
users on Dianping and TripAdvisor. Then, we compare the
entropy of the number of reviews appearing in different stores
across two CGSNs. In addition, we analyze the structure of
click-farming communities and find that users in click-farming
communities generally have relatively tight relations. Finally,
we analyze relations between the portion of fake reviews and
store ranks on TripAdvisor.
A. Performance of Classification
To evaluate the performance of our methodology, we apply
the methodology to two large-scale CGSNs in the wild, which
are Dianping and TripAdvisor. We evaluate the performance
of classification by using standard metrics, such as accuracy,
precision, and recall for each dataset. For Dianping dataset,
our methodology detects out in total 710 communities. To
apply supervised machine learning, we randomly sampled 170
communities and manually labeled these communities into 117
click-farming communities and 53 real-user communities, as
our training set. For TripAdvisor dataset, our methodology
detects out 495 communities. To apply supervised machine
learning, we randomly sampled 103 communities and manually labeled these communities into 19 click-farming communities and 84 real-user communities, as our training set.
With the 8 features proposed in Subsection III-C, we
compare with several standard machine learning classifiers implemented by scikit-learn library.1 We evaluate each classifier
1 http://scikit-learn.org/

TABLE I
T YPES OF FEATURES
Types of Features
Features
Community-based
Score deviation, Average number of
Features
reviews, Entropy of the number of
reviews in each stores, Entropy of
districts of stores, Average similarity,
Global clustering coefficient
User-based Features
Unique review ratio, Maximum number
of duplication
TABLE II
C LASSIFICATION PERFORMANCE FOR D IANPING DATASET
Classifier
Precision
Recall
F1
AUC
SVM
96.74%
96.47% 96.45% 99.42%
KNN
96.75%
96.47% 96.50% 97.45%
Random forest
93.16%
94.01% 92.99% 97.42%
TABLE III
C LASSIFICATION PERFORMANCE FOR T RIPA DVISOR DATASET
Classifier
Precision
Recall
F1
AUC
SVM
94.74%
90.00% 92.31% 92.73%
KNN
89.47%
85.00% 87.18% 86.85%
Random forest
89.47%
94.44% 91.89% 91.32%

by weighted precision, weighted recall, weighted F1 score,
using 5-fold cross-validation. For Dianping dataset, Table II
shows that all classifiers have an excellent performance in
classification. Particularly, SVM (support vector machine)
performs best overall with 96.75% precision, 96.47% recall,
96.50% F1 score, and 99.42% AUC. For TripAdvisor dataset,
Table III shows that SVM (support vector machine) also
achieves the best overall performance with 94.74% precision,
90.00% recall, 92.31% F1 score, and 92.73% AUC. We see
that our methodology largely performs well on two datasets,
which indicates it can be well generalized across CGSNs. The
classification better performs on Dianping than on TripAdvisor
is perhaps because TripAdvisor dataset has less users and
cannot contain all click-farming communities in nature. Due
to different social network topologies, we acknowledge that
the TripAdvisor dataset may be sensitive to features used for
click-farming communities.
B. Distribution of User Levels
For prediction, we identify 566 click-farming communities
with 22, 324 users, and 144 real-user communities with 5, 222
users for Dianping dataset. For TripAdvisor dataset, we identify 92 click-farming communities with 524 users, and 403

Fig. 1. Comparison of user levels between different groups

Fig. 2. The CDF of entropy of the number of reviews in each store boosted in
a click-farming community. Click-farming communities may boost reputation
for several stores simultaneously. The entropy of the number of reviews in
each store boosted in a click-farming community can present the concentration
degree of reviews posted by a click-farming community.

real-user communities with 7, 345 users. Surprisingly, we find
that the portion of click-farming communities are somehow
contrary on two datasets. We reason this observation as follows: (1) The monetary reward per click in China is relatively
lower than that in US, which directly entices more stores to
mount click farming on Dianping. (2) The size of TripAdvisor
dataset may naturally omit click-farming communities and
inherit more moderate-sized real-user communities.
To boost the reputation of a store, a click-farming community requires a great number of click farmers to post fake
reviews. Registering new accounts is a major approach to gaining accounts at a low cost, but new accounts generally have
lower levels, reducing user levels of the most clicker farmers. In this subsection, we compare the user levels between
real users and click farmers on Dianping and TripAdvisor,
respectively. As shown in Figure 1, for Dianping dataset, most
click farmers have user levels below 1-stars. Meanwhile, the
distribution of the user levels of real users almost complies
with normal distribution, centered between 3- and 4-stars.
TripAdvisor has an analogous interpretation: The user levels
of click farmers are lower than those of real users.
Through this comparison, we can find that click-farming
communities prefer using accounts with lower levels, since
these accounts are much easier to obtain. From Figure 1, it
is obvious that user levels of users on TripAdvisor are higher
than those on Dianping. We think this is mainly due to the
disparate standards taken by two CGSNs, as it is much easier
for TripAdvisor users to level up.
C. Behavioral Patterns of Click-Farming Communities
Although click-farming communities on both Dianping and
TripAdvisor have the same goal of boosting reputation of
stores, click-farming communities on Dianping and TripAdvisor are characterized by different behavioral patterns due to
the different topology of two CGSNs. In this subsection, we try
to mine out the different behavioral patterns of communities
from Dianping and TripAdvisor. Figure 2 shows the CDF of
the entropy of the number of reviews in each store boosted
in a click-farming community. From Figure 2, we can find

Fig. 3. The CDF of global clustering coefficient. Global cluster coefficient is
a metric to measure the degree of a cluster. The higher the global clustering
coefficient a community has, the tighter the relation between users in a
community is.

that, for both datasets, approximately 80% communities have
an entropy less than 2, which means that most click-farming
communities only post fake reviews in limited stores. It is
interesting that there are very few click-farming communities
of which the entropy is between 2 and 3 for TripAdvisor
dataset. Compared with the Dianping dataset where clickfarming communities largely have an entropy less than 3,
the TripAdvisor dataset has approximately 20% click-farming
communities of which the entropy is larger than 3. This
suggests that a small number of click-farming communities
are mounted by a large number of stores.
D. Structure of Communities
In this subsection, we analyze the structure of click-farming
communities on Dianping and TripAdvisor. Figure 3 shows
that the CDF of global clustering coefficient of click-farming
communities in two CGSNs largely follows the same curve,
with few communities having a global clustering coefficient
less than 0.4. This indicates that almost all communities have
relatively tight relations between users. We can also find
that approximately 20% communities on Dianping have a
global clustering coefficient close to 1, which indicates these
communities form complete graphs. Click farmers in these
communities generally post reviews in the same stores. We
speculate that these click farmers are probably manipulated
by a single person or organization.
E. Relations Between the Portion of Fake Reviews and Store
Ranks
The goal of click farming is to boost the reputation of stores
in CGSNs. The owners of stores who mount click-farming
generally wish click farming could gain huge influence on
their stores. In this subsection, we analyze relations between
the portion of fake reviews and store ranks that indicate the
influence of stores. Figure 4 shows the trend of the portion
of fake reviews with the increasing ranks of top 1, 500 stores.
Each red dot encodes a store and the blue curve is applied
to optimally fit to all red dots. From Figure 4, we find that
more highly-ranked stores have a greater portion of fake
reviews, which indicates that fake reviews do facilitate the

Fig. 4. Relations between the portion of fake reviews and store ranks. X-axis
represents store ranks and Y-axis represents the portion of fake reviews. Each
red dot encodes a store.

ranking of stores. However, the portion of fake reviews of
top 200 stores are lower than that of stores of which the
ranks are between 200 and 400. We reason this observation
by proposing two possible insights: (1) A significantly great
number of reviews appearing in top stores generally dilute the
portion of fake reviews in these stores. (2) The reputation of
top stores naturally inherits a great number of highly-rated
reviews, reducing demand for click farming.
V. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we have taken the first steps toward developing
a deeper understanding of how click farming works on two
popular content-generated social networks (CGSNs) domestically and internationally. We found that, despite their considerable differences across CGSNs, click-farming communities
form relatively tight relations between users. We also took
a large-scale measurement analysis of detected click-farming
communities. Evaluation on both real-world datasets showed
that our proposed methodology is fundamentally reliable to
stop the spread of click farming.
As digital credibility becomes more important, it is apparent
that the potential for online misconduct will increase, thereby
necessitating anti-click-farming detection. Understanding the
internal structure of click farming associated with alternative
detection approaches will pave the way for a full-fledged
deployment.
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